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Making a difference - One drop at a time.

Words from the CWRR Director
I trust you are all well and coping as best you can in the circumstances we all find ourselves in as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent lockdown. I know that some of you are
working under difficult circumstances. My heart aches as we
hear more and more of the impacts of the pandemic, particularly on hunger, and despair on loss of income and closure of businesses. Those of us who have continued to receive regular income are very fortunate and need to count our blessings.
UKZN has, as have all tertiary institutions in South Africa and internationally, gone from a fully contact delivery mode to a fully
online/virtual delivery mode in less than three months. In my wildest dreams I would not have thought this was possible! This has
required an enormous effort from the teaching staff and many
adjustments for students who have generally become very
adept with IT and have been thrust into the 4th Industrial Revolution.
The above reminds me that we need to look at taking whatever
positives we can from the situation in which we find ourselves. For
example, there has been an explosion in the number of online
webinars and podcasts available with interesting topics and enlightening discussions - this can be overwhelming but is a huge
learning opportunity as well. A number of conferences have
been held online and, while this limits opportunity for face-toface contact to build relationships with colleagues, the absence
of travel and accommodation costs have made attendance to
a much large audience possible. As researchers and innovators
we need to view this as an opportunity to make a difference
both in our work and professional environments, and in our communities where we live.
The CWRR has endeavored to continue providing an “online”
service to support members during the lockdown period. I know
some of the responses and document processing have been a
bit slow, and there are still bottlenecks in the UKZN administration
system, but we are nonetheless operating and the turnaround
times in the system are generally improving. Thanks Marsha and
Noluthando for all your administrative support!
While still adapting to operating in the online environment, we
have continued with MANCO, research and members meetings
– again I would not have dreamt that this was possible. We will
be picking up on the Research on Tap presentations and CWRR
Newsletters shortly. Similarly, we have had to adjust the timelines
for the postgraduate literature reviews and research project proposals; these will be scheduled as
online presentations in the coming
months.
With the pandemic now peaking in
many parts of South Africa, I urge
you all to continue to take all precautions to stay safe.
Warm regards
Jeff Smithers

Source: Charlie Mackesy: “The Boy,
the Mole, the Fox and the Horse”
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The CWRR
Newsletter
Welcome to the second issue of
the CWRR Newsletter. The Newsletter carries news and updates
of the achievements and endeavors of CWRR’s members, staff, associates and students.
The Newsletter is also available online at
CWRR.ukzn.ac.za For suggestions and queries,
please email HenrikssonR@ukzn.ac.za

NEW CWRR PROJECTS
The Water Research Commission (WRC) has
championed research on underutilised crops
through its key strategic area on water utilisation in agriculture. In order to “elevate” such
crops from subsistence agriculture to commercial agriculture, there is a need to support robust scientific research. Research has focused
on three themes, namely, (a) drought and
heat tolerance of food crops, (b) water use
and nutritional value, and (c) nutritional water
productivity. To date, UKZN has been involved
in four projects on underutilised crops. In November 2019, UKZN was awarded a four-year
project funded by the WRC titled “Water use
of indigenous root and tuber crops”. The project begun in April 2020 with Prof Tafadzwa
Mabhaudhi and Mr Richard Kunz as principal
investigators.

In order to strive towards the most beneficial
use of the country’s scarce water resources,
there is a need to optimise the rainfed production of root and tuber crops (RTCs). This requires knowledge of production strategies
(e.g. drought tolerance) and water use characteristics. Water use of RTCs ranges from 450
to 2500 mm, which needs to be validated, as
high-water use renders such crops as unsuitable for production in South Africa. Hence, this
project focusses on measuring and modelling
the water use and yield of selected RTCs, as
well as investigating their nutritional value and
benefits. To help meet this objective, one PhD
student and a Honours student have joined
the project team.
By Richard Kunz

Hydrators mapping water tanks
To support vulnerable communities during times of COVID19, the CWRR Student
club, the Hydrators, assisted in a volunteer project, a joint effort between the
Department of Water and Sanitation, the Water Institute of Southern Africa, and
the Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs. The project distributed and mapped static water tanks across KZN for improved water
and sanitation. The pilot phase for the Hydrators, which is now complete, involved mapping the coordinates of each static water tank deployed and included attribute data such as tank status. Using GIS methods, district (DM) and
local (LM) municipality and ward data was assigned to each tank. Resulting
functional status were presented in tables, graphs and digital maps, as well as
kml files for an interactive map accessible via Google Earth online. The pilot
working group consisted of Joss Cahi, Letisha Govender, Nalin Singh, Susan
Risko and Tanisha Curtis. The map shows the status of water tanks across the
DMs in KZN. By Nalin Singh
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